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NFT Overview

Metaverse, NFT & Web3 Gaming Report: November 2022

November turned out to be a strong month for NFT markets despite the FTX debacle. From the increased NFT sales volumes across blockchains to the continued
interest in NFT bluechips, the NFT sector maintained its resilience through November.

The combined NFT trading volumes across popular blockchains (Ethereum, Solana, BNB, Polygon, Flow & Immutable X) for November stood at $514 million, up a
drastic 15% from the previous month, according to data from CryptoSlam. November was noteworthy for NFTs in that the combined monthly NFT sales volumes
increased MoM for the first time since April of this year. Despite the drop in value of crypto assets, the NFT space seemed to be in its own bubble for the most part.
Sales volumes on Ethereum increased 26% MoM and we saw a large amount of interest in top bluechips. Cryptopunks, Bored Apes and other popular NFT collections
experienced large sales numbers and higher trading volumes than in previous months, indicating that interest has not fallen with the FTX debacle. Blur.io was by far
the biggest winner of all in November, owing to its sleek features and care package/airdrop campaign. The NFT marketplace and aggregator managed to attract
significant volumes and increased its positioning as a leading destination for NFT traders. 

Onto the negatives in the NFT space - Solana has been the ecosystem that has been hit the hardest due to its relationship with FTX and the significant drop in SOL
prices. Although the chain clocked higher trading volumes than the previous months, NFT collections on Solana were the ones to suffer. Collections were up in Sol
prices but overall dwindled in USD terms. It remains to be seen how the Solana NFT ecosystem will be impacted in the coming months. In terms of funding in the NFT
sector, the space continued its monthly descent to clock in the lowest funding amounts of the year at $37.9 million. The largest funding amounts went to Courtyard
and Joepegs, drawing in $7 million and $5 million, respectively.



Instagram users start minting and selling NFTs on the platform (Article).  The feature has
been used by a handful number of artists and influencers in November. 

Nike unveiled .Swoosh, a Web3 platform for its virtual creations (Tweet). The platform is
set to launch in 2023 and aims to onboard the next million into the world of web3 and
digital assets.

Adidas Originals launches its inaugural NFT wearables collection (Announcement).
Representing the brand's first wearables NFT collection, the launch accelerates the brand's
drive towards its open Metaverse strategy.

Yuga Labs acquires WENEW and its flagship NFT collection, 10KTF  (Article). WENEW is a
Web3 ecosystem that boasts partnerships with Louis Vuitton and Gucci.

Top NFT collections reach global audiences. Popular NFT collection Azuki partnered with
F1 team Redbull to feature their NFTs, while Pudgy Penguins partnered with Kellogg's to
feature Pudgy's on cereal boxes

NFTs created using the FTX NFT marketplace are unavailable and stuck due to the
collapse of the exchange. Notable collections like the Coachella Lifetime passes that were
created in partnership with FTX have been affected.

Uniswap launches its NFT aggregator that surfaces NFT listings from all major NFT
marketplaces (Tweet). Cheaper gas fees and a wide range of NFT listings are a few of the
key features of the aggregator.  

Opensea announced it will enforce royalties across all collections (Tweet). The
marketplace also launched its first on-chain royalty enforceable tool for new collections in
November.

Apecoin DAO launches a community-driven NFT marketplace. The new marketplace lists
for-sale NFTs from Yuga Labs-owned collections like BAYC, MAYC, BAKC and Otherdeeds.

NFT Recent Developments
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https://hackernoon.com/instagram-users-start-minting-and-selling-nfts
https://twitter.com/ycxcRTFKT/status/1592172779746754564?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1592172779746754564%7Ctwgr%5Ec386da8b23820d8e09cf5a37130a4132cee3aa27%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Fnifty-news-nike-unveils-nft-platform-steve-jobs-sandals-sell-for-200k-and-more
https://news.adidas.com/originals/virtual-gear-for-new-realities--adidas-originals-launches-inaugural-nft-wearables-collection/s/b9c13f73-b7b4-412f-9e19-f8a4d9781621/
https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2022/11/14/yuga-labs-acquires-beeples-wenew-and-its-flagship-nft-collection-10ktf/
https://twitter.com/uniswap/status/1597953698449494022
https://twitter.com/opensea/status/1590466334814785537


NFT SALES VOLUMES ACROSS MAJOR BLOCKCHAINS

FILL VOLUMES BY NFT MARKETPLACES
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Top performers among bluechips:
1. MAYC: +9.5%
2. Pudgy Penguins: +6.6%

Total Marketcap of NFTs in October: $22.3 Bn
Total Marketcap of NFTs in November: $22.0 Bn

BLUECHIP PRICE COMPARISON IN NOVEMBER

NFT SALES VOLUME DISTRIBUTION ACROSS CHAINS

Source: CryptoSlam, Dune Analytics (Blur.io - @Sealaunch)

Ethereum regains dominance over other chains

Total Dominance in Oct (Ethereum/Solana): 72% / 15%
Total Dominance in Nov (Ethereum/Solana): 79% / 13%

Blur.io has taken significant percent of fill volume from
Opensea and other popular marketplaces in Nov. 

 NFT Volumes increase in November

 NFT Volumes in October: $446 Million
 NFT Volumest in November: $514 Million



ETHEREUM NFT SALES VOLUMES (USD)

SOLANA BLUECHIP INDEX
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MUSIC NFTs MINTED 

SOLANA NFT SALES VOLUMES (USD)

Source: Dune Analytics (@nicoelzer - Music NFT), CryptoSlam,  Solanafloor

NFT trading volumes on Ethereum increase MoM for the
first time in 6 months.

Volumes in October: $324 Million
Volumes in November: $410 Million

NFT Trading volumes on Solana increases in
November despite the FTX collapse

NFT Volume in October: $67.6 Million
NFT Volume in November: $70.5 Million

Solana NFT Bluechip Index drops to its lowest
point in USD while Index in SOL increases in Nov

Music NFTs minted increased in November

New mints in October: 5,147
New mints in November: 12,173

https://dune.com/queries/1634595/2708951
https://dune.com/queries/1634595/2708951
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November was a mixed month for Web3 gaming, minimally overshadowed by the collapse of crypto exchange FTX. Despite the drawdown in value across most crypto
sectors, the blockchain gaming sector has been quite resilient to the FTX collapse. The sector remained consistent in daily active users, with an average of 813,400 daily
gamers and a visible increase in gamer numbers at the tail end of the month.

While not completely immune to the collapse, shockwaves were felt in the sector - particularly in the Solana ecosystem. Multiple Solana-based games were hit hard in
November. Star Atlas for instance was the first few crypto startups to publicly announce that its cash runway was cut in half, and in the process sent shockwaves across
the space. Token prices and NFT floor prices in USD were also hit hard in other well-known Solana gaming projects like Aurory and Tap Fantasy. Despite this black swan
event, Web3 games showed no signs of slowing down in November. The largest and most popular games like Splinterlands and Alien Worlds ended the month with
increased user counts. Additionally, we also saw the launch of a $100 million grants program by Game7 DAO dedicated to accelerating Web3 games in the middle of the
bear market. 

On the funding end, Web3 gaming sector saw a nominal increase in funding amounts compared to the previous month. November saw an inflow of $282 million in
funding across 18 rounds, the most amount of funding and deals across the space in November. The largest funding amounts went to Fenix Games and Wemade,
drawing in $150 million and $46 million, respectively.



Gaming Recent Developments
Playstation has been working on NFTs and Blockchain technology, Sony patent reveals (Article).
Filed last year and published this month, the patent covers a system that could be used to track
the creation, use, modification and transfer of digital assets within a game.

FIFA unveils a range of new web3 games ahead of FIFA world cup in Qatar (Announcement). The
new gaming integrations include experiences from Uplandme, Matchday, Phygtl and AI league -
all designed with web3.0 and the future of digital engagement in mind.

South Korean Gaming Giant NCSoft has invested $15 million in Mysten Labs (Announcement).
The investment will go towards fueling Layer-1 blockchain Sui to become an infrastructure for
web3 games.

Star Atlas loses half of its runway due to the collapse of crypto exchange FTX. Hit hard by the
loss in funds, the space-themed strategy game has announced a multimillion-dollar ship sale. 

Web3 DAO Game7 launches $100 million fund to accelerate blockchain games (Announcement).
The program will empower games by smoothing technological bumps on the path to adoption. 

Magic Eden integrates with Polygon to grow blockchain gaming and NFT ecosystem (Article).
This expansion aims to provide Magic Eden the ability to support polygon's game developers.

Popular Blockchain Game Splinterlands lays off 45% of its staff (Announcement). The move is
attributed to the continual weakening of the crypto market in addition to the broader markets.

Sorare partners with 18 football national teams for its blockchain fantasy game Global Cup 22
(Announcement)
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https://www.videogameschronicle.com/news/playstation-has-been-working-on-nfts-and-blockchain-technology-sony-patent-reveals/
https://www.fifa.com/fifaplus/en/articles/fifa-unveils-range-of-new-web-3-0-games-ahead-of-fifa-world-cup-qatar-2022
https://venturebeat.com/games/ncsoft-invests-15m-in-mysten-labs-for-web3-gaming-infrastructure/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/11/28/web3-dao-game7-unveils-100m-grant-program/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/11/22/nft-marketplace-magic-eden-integrates-with-polygon-to-grow-blockchain-gaming/
https://peakd.com/splinterlands/@splinterlands/to-the-splinterlahttps:/peakd.com/splinterlands/@splinterlands/to-the-splinterlands-communitynds-community
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/sorare-global-cup-fantasy-football-blockchain/
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Web3 Gaming remains the most dominant sector for blockchain
wallet activity among users despite the FTX collapse

BLOCKCHAIN USERS ACROSS SECTORS

Source: DappRadar, Footprint Analytics, CryptoSlam

Total Gaming Volumes increased in November

Volumes in October: $261 Million
Volumes in November: $100 Million

Transaction volumes for Web3 gaming rises  

Transaction Volumes in October: 651 Million
Transaction Volumes in November: 630 Million

Alien Worlds
Splinterlands
Farmers World 

Games ranked by Daily Users:
1.
2.
3.
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SEED $5.1 MILLIONNFT SEED $6 MILLIONGAMING UNKNOWN $6 MILLIONNFT SEED $7 MILLIONNFT

ULTIMATE CHAMPIONS

STRATEGIC $4 MILLIONGAMING

PLAY EMBER

PRE-SEED $2.3 MILLIONGAMING

NFT PERP

SEED $1.7 MILLIONNFT

HYAKKI

SEED $2 MILLIONNFT

VINCI PROTOCOL

SEED $2.1 MILLIONNFT

HITWICKET

UNKNOWN $3 MILLIONGAMING

ETERLAST

SEED $3.7 MILLIONGAMING

CARV

UNKNOWN $4 MILLIONGAMING

WEB3 GAMING FUNDING COMPARISON

BLOCKSTARS

UNKNOWN $5 MILLIONGAMING

THIRDVERSE

UNKNOWN $15 MILLIONGAMING

WEMADE

STRATEGIC $46 MILLIONGAMING

YAKOA

SEED $4.8 MILLIONNFT

JOEPEGS

SEED $5 MILLIONNFT

FENIX GAMES

UNKNOWN $150 MILLIONGAMING

TROPEE HEROIC STORY ELEMENT BLACK

MIDNIGHT

SEED $7.5 MILLIONGAMING

THEIA STUDIOS

SEED $2.4 MILLIONGAMING

ROBOTO GAMES

SERIES A $15 MILLIONGAMING

WANDERERS

SEED $2 MILLIONGAMING

NIFTY APES

SEED $4.2 MILLIONNFT

XTERNITY

PRE-SEED $4.5 MILLIONGAMING

NFT & Web3 Gaming Project Raises in November Funding Comparison

NFT FUNDING COMPARISON
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Source: Venture Analytics

BURN GHOST

SEED $3.1 MILLIONGAMING

COURTYARD

WEMADE

https://www.binance.com/en/blog/ecosystem/binance-labs-invests-$4-million-in-ultimate-champions-to-support-innovation-in-web3-gaming-4533170997164808175?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.theblock.co/post/187055/shima-capital-backs-playembers-2-3-million-raise?utm_source=telegram1&utm_medium=social
https://medium.com/@nftperp/nftperp-raised-1-7m-for-its-seed-round-27a431b1f063
https://www.coinspeaker.com/hyakki-nft-utility-and-marketing-platform-raise-2-million-seed-round/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://medium.com/@vinciprotocol/vinci-protocol-completed-2-1m-seed-round-fundraising-4d1c6f6e0de6
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/info-tech/hitwicket-raises-3-million-from-prime-venture-partners/article66091944.ece
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/eterlast/company_financials
https://www.nftgators.com/web3-identity-startup-carv-raises-4m-at-40m-valuation/
https://venturebeat.com/games/drivetime-pivots-to-blockstars-with-web3-rock-band-game/
https://venturebeat.com/game-development/thirdverse-raises-15m-for-web3-and-vr-game-studio/
https://twitter.com/WemixNetwork/status/1587684839292948481
https://techcrunch.com/2022/11/15/yakoa-raises-4-8m-to-help-detect-nft-fraud-for-platforms-and-creators/
https://t.co/4WAIc46R3T
https://venturebeat.com/games/fenix-games-raises-150m-for-blockchain-game-publishing/
https://www.tropee.com/blog/tropee-raises-5-million-to-revolutionize-nft-utilities
https://www.theblock.co/post/187189/heroic-story-raises-6-million-tabletop-rpgs-web3?utm_source=telegram1&utm_medium=social
https://twitter.com/ELTblack/status/1592820491823480832
https://venturebeat.com/games/midnight-comes-out-of-stealth-with-7-5m-in-funding-for-a-new-game-company/
https://medium.com/@iconsoftheia/theia-studios-secures-2-4m-bbc46e4b701e
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/11/29/a16z-leads-15m-round-for-game-studio-roboto-games/
https://dailycoin.com/animoca-and-gamefi-ventures-lead-wanderers-2-million-seed-funding-round/
https://www.nftgators.com/niftyapes-raises-4-2m-in-seed-round-backed-by-coinbase-ventures-polygon-and-opensea-cto-nadav-hollander/
https://www.theblock.co/post/183788/web3-gaming-infrastructure-startup-xternity-raises-4-5-million-exclusive?utm_source=telegram1&utm_medium=social
https://decrypt.co/115820/play-casual-games-win-nfts-burn-ghost-raises-3-1m-gaming-platform
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/courtyard-raises-7m-in-seed-funding-to-redefine-physical-collectibles-ownership-through-nfts-301666525.html
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November turned out to be a decent month for Metaverse markets, but once again overshadowed by the collapse of FTX. Multiple Metaverse worlds had strong
volumes and transactions in November - something that seemed somewhat perplexing given the market conditions. 

Metaverse trading volumes for the month grew significantly as $19.4 million was spent on the Metaverse, up an astonishing 83% from the previous month, according
to data from Metacat. Much of the increase in Metaverse sales volumes can be attributed to the Otherside Metaverse. The Metaverse in specific saw the highest
purchase volume since July 2022 and more than doubled the volumes seen the previous month. Other metaverse worlds like Sandbox and Decentraland also had
action - although not quite as much as Otherside did. Sandbox initiated its first of three land sales in collaboration with multiple big-name brands like playboy with 345
Lands sold. Meanwhile, Decentraland hosted its Second Annual Music festival with virtual performances from 100s of renowned artists. For November, 8 in 10 land
sales were linked to Otherside Metaverse, while 0.8 in 10 were associated with the Sandbox. 

November also saw the continued interest in brands and companies entering the Metaverse. Some of the major brands to have stepped foot into the Metaverse last
month were Kellogg's, The Voice and Bloomingdales. On the funding end, the month saw an inflow of $52 million entering the space. While not high as the other
months, there was enough funding to outpace last month's numbers by 225%. The largest funding amounts went to Yahaha and Rendezverse, raking in $40 million
and $7.5 million respectively. 



South Koreas largest mobile operator SK Telecom launched its metaverse platform

across 49 countries (Article). It aims to develop engaging content with overseas partners

to become a leading social metaverse platform.

Renault launches its Industrial Metaverse, aiming to save $330 million by 2025 (Article).

The digital twin replica will allow it to diminish warranty expenses, delivery times, and the

carbon footprint of its activities.

Sony acquires 3D animation Company Beyond Sports to Offer a Complete Sports

Metaverse Experience (Article). With this acquisition, Sony is set to offer a full Metaverse

experience for sports matches, with tech from companies already in its portfolio.

World's first Airport Metaverse gets launched in Bangalore, India. Powered by Intel,

AWS, and Polygon, the Metaverse allows visitors to have various experiences. 

Yuga Labs acquires Beeple's 10KTF game and hints at Metaverse Integrations (Article)

Metaverse platform Sandbox opens a new virtual neighborhood with 1,900+ land parcels

up for sale in various phases (Announcement). 

Decentraland hosted its second annual Metaverse Music Festival over a four-day event

with virtual performances from 170 artists across 15 stages.

Deloitte releases its Metaverse in Asia report and estimates the Metaverse to generate

$800 million to $1.4 trillion for Asia's GDP by 2035 (Report)

 

Metaverse Recent Developments
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https://playtoearn.net/news/sk-telecoms-ifland-metaverse-goes-global-launches-in-49-countries-and-regions
https://news.bitcoin.com/renault-launches-its-industrial-metaverse-aims-to-save-330-million-by-2025/
https://news.bitcoin.com/sony-acquires-3d-animation-company-beyond-sports-to-offer-a-complete-sports-metaverse-experience/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/yuga-labs-acquires-beeple-s-10ktf-game-hints-at-metaverse-integration
https://medium.com/sandbox-game/the-sandbox-opens-new-virtual-neighborhoods-themed-around-14-major-brand-partners-with-two-land-4174ef86cff0
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/sg/Documents/center-for-the-edge/sg-metaverse-in-asia-deloitte-center-for-the-edge-nov22.pdf


Monthly Metaverse Stats

Latest Brands to Enter the Metaverse
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Mataverse Sales volumes increase in November

1) Otherside: $17.7 Million
2) Sandbox: $1.11 Million
3) Decentraland: $590k Otherside: 7,820 land parcels (+276%)

Sandbox: 733 land parcels (+16.5%)
Decentraland: 421 land parcels (+76%)
NFT Worlds: 249 land parcels (+56%)

 Metaverse land parcel sold increases for the first time in 5 months

  Metaverses ranked by total parcels sold in November:
1.
2.
3.
4.

METAVERSE PARCEL SALES NUMBERSMETAVERSE SALES VOLUMES

Source: Metacat.world

Luxury department store Bloomingdale's
introduced a virtual store in the Metaverse

with themed spaces for brands 

Kellogg's and Pop Tarts entered the
Metaverse by creating NFT characters

for the virtual world 

Media Company JCDecaux Transport
partnered with multiple brands to

launch its first carnival in the Metaverse

The Singapore Tourism Board entered the
Metaverse in partnered with a hospitality
group to engage & connect with travelers

American Retail Clothing Brand Pacsun
launched a shoppable Metaverse

experience for Gen Z's

The Voice' entered Decentraland during
the Metaverse Music Festival & allowed

users to participate in blind auditions
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Metaverse Project Raises in November
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SERIES A+ $40 MILLIONMETAVERSE

METAGAMEHUB

PRE-SEED $150KMETAVERSE

MAD METAVERSE

UNKNOWN UNDISCLOSEDMETAVERSE

VENTUREPUNK

PRE-SEED $1.5 MILLIONMETAVERSE

SEED $3 MILLIONMETAVERSE

RENDEZVERSE

SEED $7.5 MILLIONMETAVERSE

MT TOWER

METAVERSE FUNDING COMPARISON

Source: Venture Analytics

YAHAHA

Funding Comparison

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/metagamehub-dao
https://www.finsmes.com/2022/11/mad-metaverse-receives-investment-from-dwf-labs.html
https://twitter.com/JordanLyall/status/1587846945707413507
https://exhibitionnews.uk/platforms-seed-funding-round-to-bring-corporate-metaverse-to-events-industry/
https://www.zawya.com/en/press-release/government-news/mt-tower-closes-3mln-seed-round-prior-to-listing-a4h2u7c0?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/yahaha-raises-40m-316733
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NOVEMBER FUNDING ROUNDS CATEGORISED BY SECTORS NOVEMBER FUNDING CATEGORISED BY SECTORS

 
$1.11 B

 IN FUNDING IN NOVEMBER

 
78

 FUNDING ROUNDS IN NOVEMBER

Biggest Funding Rounds in November

Matter Labs

Fenix Games

 Keyrock

$200 Million

$150 Million

$72 Million

Layer 2

Gaming

Infrastructure

Source: Venture Analytics & Messari Research
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communicated in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of the Information or such other information. Affiliates of

Rising Capital may own investments in some of the digital assets, investments and protocols discussed in this document. Except where otherwise indicated, Information herein is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation and

not as of any future date and may not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof. Additional information about the

Company and its products and services is contained at RISING’s website www.risingcap.co
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